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Abstract— Various approaches can ascertain the safety and
efficiency of physical human-robot collaboration. This paper
presents the concept of robot functional mode switching to
efficiently ensure human safety during collaborative tasks
based on biomechanical pain and injury data and task
information. Besides the robot’s reflected inertial properties
summarizing its impact dynamics, our concept also integrates
safe and smooth velocity shaping that respects human partner
motion, interaction type, and task knowledge. We further
discuss different approaches to safely shape the robot velocity
without sacrificing the overall task execution time and motion
smoothness. The experimental results showed that our proposed
approaches could decrease jerk level during functional mode
switching and limit the impact of safety measures on productivity,
especially when guided with additional task knowledge.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the industrial context, safety in physical human-robot
interaction (pHRI) scenarios is a highly discussed and inves-
tigated topic. However, it can be surrounded by some contro-
versy due to the requirements imposed on collaborative robots
by the ISO/TS 15066:2016 [1] specification that are perceived
as overly conservative (for example, see discussion in [2] or
[3]). Part of the discussion is that the limit for safe interaction
is given not by injury but by the onset of pain; nevertheless,
in the context of non-industrial1 (e.g., service) robots, these
strict requirements seem well-placed (hinted already in [5]).

The safety of non-industrial robots is usually satisfied
by the use of lightweight design and covered by other
standards, e.g., ISO 13482 [5] [6]. However, we can also
apply lessons from collaborative industrial robots to improve
robot control in pHRI scenarios with non-industrial robots.
An industry-inspired collaboration scenario is demonstrated
on a Franka Panda arm as shown in Fig. 1, where the human
partner safety has to be always ensured. The results can,
however, be extended also to a humanoid GARMI robot [7]
that is equipped with two Franka Panda robot arms2. In this
work, we envision a situation where a humanoid robot would
collaborate with the user on a task with close pHRI. We
apply the industrial experience to this non-industrial context.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II summarizes the theoretical background, followed
by our methodology in Section III. Thereafter, the
experimental work utilizing the proposed functional mode
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as the delimitation given in the standards can be problematic (see [4]).
2See additional examples in the concept video [8].

Fig. 1: Experiment setup and OpenPose [9] view visualization.

switching approach is presented in Section IV. The results
are discussed in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper
and highlights future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND & PRELIMINARIES

Vicentini [10] pointed out that the terminology used for
task definition in the industry is ill-suited for determining
the technical aspects related to the robotic application’s
safety. Therefore, the investigation of a pHRI scenario can
be viewed from two perspectives: interaction and safety. As
these perspectives cannot be matched as a simple one-to-one
correspondence, we treat them separately first then combine
them into so-called functional modes. Even though these
perspectives originate in industrial settings, robotic systems
in non-industrial contexts can still benefit from them.

Another aspect we address in this manuscript is the
smooth transition between various robot modes because this
facilitates implementing efficient human-robot interaction
(see Sec. II-B).

A. Perspectives on physical human-robot interaction
The two perspectives address different goals. Interaction

modes describe what should be the nature of the pHRI,
and safety regimes describe how the safety during these
interactions is ascertained.

1) Interaction modes: We can distinguish four interaction
modes. As Vicentini [10] argues, the terminology connected
to interaction is used inconsistently, and various sources
can intend different behavior while referring to the same
interaction mode. However, we could generally present the
interaction modes as a hierarchy. Based on the early works
[11], [12], these would be from the least interactive to the
most interactive:

Autonomous mode: there is no shared workspace and
no shared task purpose.

Coexistence: the human and the robot share the
workspace but do not have a shared task purpose.

Cooperation: coexistence with a shared task purpose.
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Collaboration: cooperation that allows contact between
the human partner and the robot.

These interaction modes can be incorporated explicitly,
i. e., made part of the robot’s controller, for example, in
the form of a finite-state safety automaton as proposed by
Haddadin et al. [13]. One last mode worth mentioning, even
though it stands on the side of this hierarchy, is the fault
reaction mode. This mode does not presume any interaction
between the human and the robot as it expects the robot to
stay still while the human clears any cause of the fault. In
our context, four modes will be used, as visible in Fig. 3.

2) Safety regimes: Safety of pHRI has been discussed
extensively in various surveys (see [14], [15], or with the
focus on collaboration [16]). Various standards are often used
to determine if the robotic application is safe. Especially it is
the ISO/TS 15066 [1] in the industrial context that addresses
the safety of collaborative robots. The standard defines four
safety regimes for collaborative operation. Therefore, as
opposed to the interaction modes, these four regimes are
clearly defined and can be summed up as:

Safety-rated Monitored Stop (SMS): the robot stops as
soon as the human enters the defined workspace.

Hand-Guiding (HG): the human uses a guiding device
near or at the end-effector to transmit motion commands to
the robot.

Speed and Separation Monitoring (SSM): a collision
avoidance method by monitoring the positions and velocities
of both the human partner and the robot.

Power and Force Limiting (PFL): the robot is designed
or controlled so that any potential collision does not exceed
the allowed collision force limits (i.e., safety thresholds).

The choice of safety regime leads to various challenges
(e.g., proper tracking of the human partner in SSM).
These challenges are addressed in relevant research (for an
example of a vision-based safety approach, see [17]). In
a non-industrial context, it is often a PFL-like approach
that is being applied or SMS. For example, see the sociable
humanoid robot Pepper with its safe motor performance
[18], which still can present risks in pHRI [19].

We investigate a close collaboration task between humans
and robots that can lead to potentially dangerous situations.
Such situations can be solved in multiple ways. Prominent ex-
amples close to our approach are found in [20], where human
motion tracking is integrated with optimization techniques,
and in [21], where human tracking is used for fast trajectory
replanning. The most formidable example of such research is
the progression of the work of Zanchettin et al. [22]–[25]. The
initial paper [22] implemented functional modes similar to
those of the coworker automaton from [13] and implemented
a collaboration operation meeting the demands of SSM. The
following papers improve on the SSM-compliant collaboration
by predicting the partner’s movements [23] or calculating the
optimal avoidance path [24]. Finally, the authors also imple-
mented a combination of SSM and PFL safety regimes in [25].

B. Smooth interaction
Scenarios of direct pHRI, namely hand-over tasks

as presented in [26], suggest that smooth, minimal-jerk
movements on the robot side improve the task execution
by the human partner. For industrial context, the effect of
unexpected robot movements on the human was investigated

in [27] and led to the suggestion of a specific unit that
could account for the human perception of psychological
safety [28]. Therefore, any changes between robot functional
modes and applied velocities should be smooth to make the
interaction not only efficient but also pleasant.

Contributions
Our core contribution is incorporating the intended

interaction modes as input parameters of the robot control in
addition to the usual inputs, e. g., human detection, distance,
velocity. The integration of the intended interaction mode
then allows us to modulate how safety is ascertained, i. e.,
SSM/PFL modes and transition between them. We call
this approach Functional Mode Switching (FMS). Our
contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) Human-robot interaction modes (collaboration, coopera-
tion, coexistence, autonomous behavior) as input param-
eters that modulate the behavior of the robot automaton
and the use of industrial safety regimes (SSM and PFL).

2) Smooth velocity shaping method that allows switching
between various safety regimes and evaluation of this
shaping under various criteria.

3) Transfer of industrial safety experience to non-industrial
settings.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Human pose and velocity estimation
For estimating the position and velocity of different human

keypoints, we rely on the setup for keypoint-wise distance
measurement in [29]. The human keypoints are obtained from
a vision processing pipeline that uses an RGB-D camera (Intel
RealSense D435) to capture the image and OpenPose [9] with
the BODY 25 model for the identification of human keypoints.
Image processing is done with OpenCV3 [30] running on
a PC with a dedicated GPU. The 3D velocity vector of the
human keypoints was calculated from the 3D position change
with simple differentiation and a moving average filter over
a short past horizon to avoid jumps. See the setup in Fig. 1.

B. Relative velocity calculation
We use the Safe Motion Unit (SMU) framework [2] that

calculates a biomechanically safe task velocity vSMU based
on the relative human-robot velocity and the appropriate
force limits. Three collision-relevant situations can be
distinguished based on the robot and human motions:
(i) both partners are moving towards each other,

(ii) both are moving in the same direction with the robot
being behind the human and moving faster,

(iii) the opposite case: the human follows the robot.
The effective speed of an impact vimpact is the highest

in case (i). To mitigate the human injury risk, it must hold
for the point of interest (POI), in our case end-effector (EE),
velocity vEE and human velocity vH that3:

vimpact=∥vEE−vH∥≤vSMU. (1)

Regarding case (ii), the robot can be allowed to move with
a velocity faster than vSMU according to Eq. 1. However, if

3We use superscripts for commanded values and subscripts for observed
values, e.g., vSMU is commanded. In contrast, vEE is observed.
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Fig. 2: An exemplary interaction case in which the robot end-effector is
moving in the direction uEE . Presented are the required position and
velocity vectors for both the human (xH ,vH ) and robot (xEE ,vEE ) as
also the projections onto the line connecting the human and end-effector
locations, the desired task speed vtask , and safe velocity limit vSMU.

the human suddenly stops, the collision would be unsafe.
Hence, vSMU is used as the task safety threshold.

In case (iii), vEE can be set equal to vtask, i. e., the
velocity defined by the task. Velocity shaping cannot prevent
collisions in this case as the robot would have to possibly
exceed its desired value vtask to prevent a collision. Since
the robot task velocity is commanded based on the relative
velocity to the human, one may think it would be better to
command a higher task velocity in case the human velocity
exceeds vSMU to escape collision. However, this would lead
to a possibly unsafe robot velocity as in case (i). To assure a
deterministic behavior of the robot in such cases, a practical
solution is to set a lower limit for the task velocity resulting
in a robot speed close to a standstill; we used vlow=0.1 m/s.

We compared the following three shaping approaches
with the baseline without human presence (vtask in our
experimental validation).

• vmotion: relative velocity as projected velocity in the
direction of the POI’s motion,

• vshort: relative velocity as projected in the direction of
the shortest distance between the human and the POI,

• vSMU: uses only a distance threshold and shapes
velocity based on the SMU’s commanded velocity.

The difference between these shaping approaches lies in the
way the relative velocity between the human and robot is
being treated. Two approaches are given by the calculation of
the relative projected velocity of the POI, i. e., point on the
robot considered for the expected collision incident. In both
these two cases, one does not use any projection. Moreover,
the POIs can be chosen freely and could even encompass
the whole body of the robot. The choice of a specific POI,
however, does not change the principle of the presented
approach as it can be recursively applied to all chosen
POIs. Then the POI resulting in the most conservative robot
velocity is to be adopted. For our study, we chose only the
robot end-effector, EE, as a single POI.

A unit vector uc is determined based on the chosen
projection, either for vmotion or vshort. We calculate the
projection of vEE onto the chosen unit vector uc as:

projuc
vEE =

(
vEE ·uc

|uc|

)
uc

|uc|
(2)

Therefore, for a chosen projection and thus velocity of
choice vc, the Eq. 1 must hold, i.e.:

vc=∥projuc
vEE−projuc

vh∥≤vSMU. (3)

C. Robot functional modes
In the following, we present our approach for safely

and efficiently executing collaborative tasks. Given the
biomechanical safety limits and task knowledge, our approach
avoids stopping the interaction (except for faults). Instead,
the desired task velocity is only reduced as needed. In our
work, we primarily use distance thresholds for switching
between the functional modes. We use the relative distance
drel that is measured between the human keypoint (e. g., the
wrist xwrist) and a chosen robot POI (EE in our case), i. e.,
drel= |(∥xEE∥−∥xH∥)|, see Fig. 2. However, more complex
switching behavior could be implemented (e.g., based on
the task’s state).

Additionally, we introduce the safe performance index
SP , i. e., the fraction of the velocity that should be used.
The value of SP can be continuously updated online to
reflect the desired safety level of the task execution. Its value
can be derived from, e. g., percentage of braking distance of
the robot, task and interaction knowledge, user studies, etc.
This index gives the human some control over the robot’s
functional mode switching and task execution. For example,
it can be set to force the robot to continue in the current
mode or to switch into another mode by disregarding or
overriding the automaton logical state transition functions
based on task-relevant knowledge or partner experience.
Adding this feature provides high flexibility for collaborative
task execution under safety and performance considerations.
Therefore, functional modes are switched based on the task
specification or the current minimum distance between the
observed points (unless there is a fault signal).

The collaborative task productivity may be lowered
efficiently by switching to a safe robot operational mode
only when necessary. By visually tracking the location of
the human partner, flexible, near-real-time state transitions
(below 1 ms) are ensured. For this, the robot dynamically
switches between pre-specified functional modes that
combine the interaction modes and safety regimes to increase
the effectiveness of the interaction between the robot and
the human partner. To provide a sufficient number of
options for generic operational cases relevant to collaborative
workspaces, we distinguish between four functional modes
of the robot in pHRI scenarios (see Fig. 3):

1) Autonomous mode (AM ),
2) Fault reaction mode (FR).
3) Coexistence mode (Coex),
4) Collaborative mode (Col),

Note that the cooperative mode from Sec. II-A.1 was omitted
as it is not used during our example task.

Autonomous mode
In the autonomous mode, the task can be executed safely

and autonomously while the human is outside the robot’s
workspace. The robot carries out the task under specific
optimality criteria, such as cycle time, leading to the full
desired task speed to maximize productivity.

Fault reaction mode
The robot reaches a fault state. Therefore the robot motion

is stopped until the fault is checked and cleared by the
human partner and the task execution can be recovered again.
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Autonomous mode

Coexistence
mode

Fault reaction mode

Collaborative
mode

Interaction in 
shared workspace

Fig. 3: The robotic coworker automaton, based on [13].

Coexistence mode

In this mode, the human and the robot share a common
physical coexistence workspace, i. e., the relative distance
between the robot and human is lower than a predefined
coexistence threshold, drel<dcoex. Therefore, the desired
task speed is lowered to ensure safety. The workspace is
defined dynamically around the robot POI. However, no
direct contact or interaction between the human and the
robot is expected and therefore safety is provided by a
combination of SSM and PFL. This is achieved by reducing
the task velocity to respect the biomechanical safe limit
vSMU by optimal braking strategies, but only in cases where
a collision is expected (see situations in Sec. III-B).

Collaboration mode

Contrary to the no-interaction assumption for coexistence,
collaborative tasks mostly involve closer physical interactions
between the robot and human, i. e., drel≤dcol<dcoex. The
assumption of frequent human-robot contacts puts more
focus on lowering the velocity, i. e., PFL regime, so that
the relative velocity of a physical collision does not exceed
vSMU. The collaboration mode’s triggering also depends on
the current interaction scenario (see Sec. III-B).

Fig. 4: The basic idea of a general solution for the adaptive shaping
of the robot speed using linear velocity blends. The dotted red lines
indicate arbitrary possible target speeds v′d, at which the shaping algorithm
might leave the linear part. The values ∆vstart and ∆vstop indicate the
minimum change of speeds that can be carried out by the robot due to
its acceleration. The times ti,t∗ indicate the onset of the acceleration and
braking, respectively. Following these, the bold dashed line indicates the
minimum increment in speed change given by the acceleration behavior.

D. Smooth velocity shaping

We investigate velocity shaping, a necessity for coexistence
and collaboration modes. There are several ways to adapt

the speed v with which a robot executes a preplanned
motion profile while preserving both a safe and smooth
trajectory. Based on task knowledge, key trajectory points
of the underlying interpolator, and desired smoothness of the
resulting motion, polynomial functions with higher degrees
than the number of conditions to be satisfied can be used.
For example, a fifth-order polynomial allows adapting the
robot trajectory to arbitrary values with boundary conditions
also in acceleration [31].

Assume that there are two given levels of speed between
which the robot motion has to be adapted starting at time
instant ti (see also Fig. 4). The robot must transition from
current speed vi at position si to desired speed vd at position
sd without violating the constraint on maximum acceleration
am. To avoid jerky motions during velocity shaping, position,
speed, and acceleration profiles along the direction of motion
must be smooth. The shaping consists of three phases:
raising the acceleration to its maximum value am, constant
acceleration, and acceleration reduction to zero. Only the
first phase is completely precalculated. The length of the
other two phases is determined based on the current desired
velocity v′d – see dotted lines in Fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

For validation, we set up two main experiments. The
“Comparison experiment” involves executing two tasks with
different intended interaction modes. The goal is to compare
the performance of various velocity-shaping approaches under
different robot functional modes. The “Grasping experiment”
demonstrates the safe execution of a generic collaborative
grasping task using our proposed robot Functional Modes
Switching concept with included task knowledge for
enhanced efficiency. It is noteworthy that Grasping represents
a common task in both industrial and non-industrial settings.

Note that all the described experiments were conducted
employing the collaborative lightweight robot Franka Emika
Panda and by the authors only.

A. Experimental setup

Two assumptions were used concerning the safe velocity
limit vSMU. First, calculating vSMU is based only on available
data from the head and chest collisions [2]. In [2], the
authors also fitted a curve to the chest collision data and
reached the following safety curve that we use too:

vSMU=0.1·(−0.4186 mr+5.2040), (4)

with mr being the instantaneous robot effective mass , lower
cut-off at 0.1 m/s and upper one at 4.5 m/s. Second, as the
experiment was performed on a robot already designed to be
lightweight and safe, a scaling factor of 0.1 was therefore used
for the safety curve to demonstrate the concept; see also [32].4

We used the Franka Emika Panda Hand as a gripper,
with a minimum contact area of 1 mm2. Because the
biomechanical data used in SMU are based on various
shapes of POIs, the resulting vSMU can be considered safe,
especially after the application of the scaling factor.

4Detailed motivation for the value of this scaling factor is beyond the
scope of this paper, but it is tied to the automotive industry origin of the
collision data in the SMU framework [2].
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(a) Human approaches work area. (b) Human operates in work area.

(c) Both operate in the work area. (d) Human leaves work area.
Fig. 5: Experiment progression.

The performance of the shaping approaches is compared
in terms of relative productivity (calculated as the time
needed to finish the task successfully) against the no-human
case, i. e., executing the task with vtask.

B. Comparison experiment

This experiment compares pure coexistence and
collaboration scenarios. We execute two tasks following
the functional modes described in Sec. III to compare the
performance of various velocity-shaping approaches under
different robot functional modes. The robot end-effector was
commanded to execute only a linear Cartesian movement to
achieve higher peak velocities and easily interpretable data.
Nonetheless, the methodology would also be applicable to
more complex robot tasks.

The first task was a pure coexistence scenario between
the human partner and the robot, i. e., where both human
and robot share the same workspace. However, the robot’s
behavior is not affected by the human partner’s actions. The
second task represented a real-time human-robot collaborative
scenario with frequent activation of the robot’s Col mode.

We recorded two interactive human motions (one for each
task type, Data 1 and Data 2). For each recording, we ran
the human motion cycles five times with given velocity
shaping approaches as discussed in Sec. III-B. The goal is
to compare their resulting robot performance under the same
human actions.

C. Grasping experiment

We consider a collaborative packaging scenario to demon-
strate the usage of additional task knowledge to guide safe
execution. A bottle is picked up by the robot and moved to a
target position while the human partner simultaneously grasps
something in the robot’s work area, see Fig. 5. As a result, an
unintended collision between the human and robot may occur,
and appropriate mode switching is being performed. We
ran the experiment four times with the prerecorded human
tracking data. Similar to the first scenario, the robot used
different velocity shaping approaches to complete the task.

Since part of the collaborative task involved vertical
downwards robot motion (to grasp a bottle with possible
human hand interference), we set the safety performance
index as SP =0 to enforce the safety-critical behavior for
this part of the task. Otherwise, it is set as SP =1. Since
no human was nearby, this grasping motion was executed
with a full task speed of 0.5 m/s.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of experimental results

Pure coexistence scenario

A typical robot speed motion profile using human position
and velocity information for shaping the robot velocity in a
pure coexistence scenario is shown in Fig. 6 (left). In this
experiment, the relative speed between robot and human
vrel is shaped by changing the robot speed so that the
SMU is only activated when needed and just as much as
needed, respecting the biomechanical safety curve’s limit.
More specifically, for the shown profiles, the relative human-
robot velocity is shaped when needed using the approach
vshort. The calculated reference acceleration and jerk profiles
are also shown together with their smoothed averages. The
robot’s velocity is continuously changing because the robot
is responsive to human motion, and thus, velocity shaping is
activated frequently. This makes the robot motion a bit jerky
(e. g., at 2 s), but still far below the robot capability thresholds.

Both used approaches for relative velocity shaping during
the experiments (i. e., vmotion and vshort) ensure human
safety. When there is a collision risk, the human partner’s
safety is guaranteed by the relative velocity respecting the
used safety curve (Eq. 4). Both approaches result in nearly
the same productivity, see Fig. 7 (top, left). However, Fig. 7
(bottom, left) shows that the vshort approach results in higher
jerk on average. The stronger dependency on the human data
for vshort is the probable cause of this jerk. Additionally,
the approach vSMU has a higher jerk on average than when
using vtask, since the calculation of the vSMU uses the
configuration-dependent robot effective mass [33], so-called
reflected mass mu(q) that changes during the task execution.

The human velocity data was noisy in the given setup. This
could be a possible explanation for the lower performance
of highly sensitive velocity shaping (vmotion and vshort) as
opposed to the performance of the approach using only the
distance information, i. e., approach vSMU.

Collaborative scenario

A typical robot speed motion profile for the involved
collaborative task, together with the recorded human
interaction, is shown in Fig. 6 (right). The corresponding
productivity and average jerk levels are also depicted in Fig. 7
(right). Relying on a very primitive SMU implementation
in which only the human distance is used to trigger robot
velocity shaping gives relatively shorter task execution times.
As a result, the productivity is not that much sacrificed with
around 80% when compared to using vtask. However, this
approach is oversimplistic and does not take into account
the human speed vH , which leads to unsafe situations if vH
is increasing in the robot motion direction u as the resulting
collision velocity would exceed the safe relative velocity.
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Pure coexistence task

human and robot are moving towards each other

robot is following the human

Collaboration task

robot is in coexistence mode

robot is in collaboration mode

Fig. 6: Safe task execution under two human-robot interactive scenarios: pure coexistence (left) and collaboration (right). The figures contain smoothed
evolution of the noisy reference data (smoothed) and the actual measured robot data as opposed to the commanded reference.

Pure coexistence task Collaboration task

Fig. 7: Task productivity (top) and average jerk levels (bottom) of different approaches for safe velocity shaping in the coexistence (left) and collaboration
(right) scenarios as compared against the case when no human is around (i. e., the robot mode is in the autonomous mode).

Using the approach vmotion gives the worst performance
in terms of productivity as compared to approach vshort.
Overall, higher productivity is achieved at the cost of higher
jerk levels that are caused by continuous velocity shaping.

B. Grasping experiment results

A robot speed motion profile for the involved collaborative
task while using velocity shaping along its motion direction,
i. e., vmotion, is shown in Fig. 8 (bottom row).

The following task execution times were obtained when
comparing different velocity-shaping approaches for the
same prerecorded human motion. The reference execution
time when using full task speed vtask was 6.17 s. Using
only the relative human-robot distance information for safe
velocity shaping (i. e., approach vSMU) the task execution
takes 7.20 s, whereas using approach vshort it takes 7.34 s.
Finally, with the depicted vmotion shaping approach 7.30 s
is needed to finish the grasping task safely.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work presented a transfer of experiences concerning
safety of physical human-robot interaction from industrial
settings to non-industrial robots, in addition to a method for
an efficient combination of interaction modes and safety. This
integration used the Safe Motion Unit scheme with human
keypoint detection and a smooth velocity shaping controller.
The proposed approach is evaluated with various relative
velocity measures and expected interaction modes. However,

possible human hand clamping clamping-free vertical robot motion

Fig. 8: Robot motion profile for the Grasping experiment with the inclusion
of task knowledge of possible human hand clamping. A similar vertical
robot motion without human interference is also shown for comparison.
The figure shows the force limits given by the standard for the quasi-static
or transient collisions. We differentiate cases where the human hand
interference is excluded (shaded green area) or expected (shaded red area).

it was found that higher task performance comes at the price of
higher jerk levels for the robot velocity shaping while moving.

While industrial safety standards are not binding for non-
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industrial robots, the highly developed research on safe phys-
ical human-robot interaction for industrial applications also
provides a sound inspiration for non-industrial interactions.
Future research should focus on the specifics of various
non-industrial interaction scenarios as they represent new
challenges from the industrial context. For example, service
robots are connected with close physical interaction, leading
to many occlusions of the vision system or the demand for
physical contact. These might necessitate using sensors other
than an RGB-D camera (e.g., artificial sensitive skin). There-
fore, this integration of additional sensors and their synthesis
should be investigated next. Another direction should be to
consider the human behavior with respect to the robot motion
as in the case of the Expectable Motion Unit [28].
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